TEST SUBMISSION FORM

INSTRUCTIONS:

Mail Your Test Submission Form

Complete, print off and mail your test submission form with hair sample to:
TMI Testing, Global Science Technology Limited, Unit 1A Bonington Complex, Trent Lane, Derby, DE74 2PY

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING DETAILS:

1. PERSONAL DETAILS

Please enter the details of the person being tested:

Title: __________ First Name: ___________ Surname: ___________ Date of Birth: ________

Postcode / Zip Code: _______________

Please provide an email address to receive test results:

Primary email address: ________________________________

“I consent to the processing of my sample, receipt of my results and any subsequent related communication pertaining to my results.” □

Communications related to your purchase and test include: Confirmation receipt, Payment processing, receipt of sample, results and 28 day follow up. You have the ability to opt-out at any time via a link on our email communications or by contacting us info@tmitesting.com. You will only receive marketing communications if you have opt-in at the time of purchase or given us specific instruction.

2. ABOUT YOUR ORDER

Name of Purchaser: __________________________ Order Number: # TMI________________________

Date of Purchase: __________________________

ABOUT YOUR INTOLERANCE TEST – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY:

- We only require a few hairs for testing – 3 to 4 strands, if hair is longer than an inch. We do test any body hair with dyed hair not affecting testing
- Once hair sample collected, please place strands into a small sealable bag ensuring the hair remains dry
- Place hair sample in a secure envelope or postage wallet and post to the following address:
  TMI Testing, Global Science Technology Limited, Unit 1A Bonington Complex, Trent Lane, Derby, DE74 2PY
- We aim to return all test results within 7 - 10 working days
- Your order number starts with #TMI and can be found on your order number
- We do not post anything in the mail
- Ensure that you do not mix samples

CONTACT US

If you any questions regarding your order or testing process – Email: info@tmitesting.com